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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUNDING AGENCIES

COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS (CEA) IS A VERY USEFUL TOOL for prioritizing 
investments in environmental water transactions. Despite growing support for environmental water transactions, 
funding agencies do not have standards or guidelines for CEA.  A new report, “Measuring Cost Effectiveness 
of Environmental Water Transactions” discusses the selection of cost and effectiveness metrics for a number 
of types of water transactions and combines those into a cost-effectiveness metric for use by funding agencies 
and environmental water transaction practitioners. 

The conclusion of the report is that we must walk before we run when it comes to cost-effectiveness metrics. 
At least initially, the metrics need to be practical and replicable, meaning they need to be applicable in the 
planning stages (i.e., before grant proposals are approved) and applicable on a transaction-by-transaction basis 
across a range of transactions. For this reason, the paper offers a volumetric cost-effectiveness metric, in other 
words a dollars-per acre-foot metric. However, the actual calculations must account for inflation, different term 
lengths for transactions and differing reliability between individual transactions (as shown in the figure below).  

Figure: A Basic Cost-Effectiveness Calculation Procedure 
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It is important to emphasize that one reason no standard procedure or guidance exists on this topic is that 
even the basic cost-effectiveness metric recommended in the report involves a range of data.  A considerable 
amount of the report is spent developing the methods, examining whether practitioners currently collect or 
use such information, and carrying out an initial application of the approach to prove its workability. While 
implementing organizations will want to track a variety of data about their transactions, it is important to note 
that only a subset of this information is required to run the CEA calculations.  A short table with the essential 
data points is provided below. 

Transaction Data Required for Cost-Effectiveness Analysis

Information on the financial transaction

  Transaction Number – i.e., a unique reference number 

  Transaction Name

  Type of Transaction – e.g., water lease, forbearance agreement, conserved water, etc.

  Payment Date – i.e., date buyer paid seller for transaction.

  Amount of Payment

 Information on the Instream Water (ISW) - i.e., data on the instream water right or water user agreement.  

  Transaction Number – the transaction to which this ISW belongs (as per above)

 ISW Season start date (MM/DD)

 ISW Season end date (MM/DD)

 ISW Term – i.e., years for which water is put to environmental/instream use (100 for permanent transactions)

  ISW Effective Date – i.e., date on which a water right change or dedication is approved or  
water use agreement onset date

 ISW Rate – i.e., flow rate in cfs for the season

 Water Right Reliability – i.e., % of water right expected during the ISW season of use

General Economic Parameters Required

 CPI inflation indices

 Discount Rate

Note: There are a number of potential many to one relationships that must be taken account of when preparing the data.  

For example, a single transactional payment may be linked to multiple leases or water right change applications, or may involve 

multiple priority dates with varying reliability, therefore these need to be itemized. 

 
In sum, while even basic cost-effectiveness information can be useful to practitioners and funding entities, the 
report cautions that it is important to realize that even at the field level, cost-effectiveness will never be the 
only reason to prefer one type of transaction versus another. In addition, as organizations begin collecting and 
compiling the data for this basic CEA metric it will likely lead to further developments and refinements that 
enable more direct calculations of the cost-effectiveness of ecological restoration. Such CEA figures that may 
promote better prioritization in the use of public funds, as well as additional accountability in the expenditure 
of these funds. 

More advanced cost-effectiveness measures will require information about relative environmental benefit 
of additional instream flows. To support such analysis, funding agencies should also collect data about the 
quantity of flow increase expressed as a percentage of mean monthly discharge, or if possible, quantity of flow 
increase expressed as a percentage of unimpaired natural flow on a monthly basis. Agencies should also be 
collecting stream reach coordinates for the upper and lower end of reaches that will receive increased flows.


